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LOG MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND
METHOD

tively delivered to a user Who may be interested in the event
and to not be delivered to another user Who may uninterested
in the event.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

Therefore, there is a need to enable a user to exercise a ?ne

degree of control over the large volume and different types of
logging information regarding execution plans, event execu

The ?eld of the invention generally relates to logging soft
Ware events and particularly to a management system

tions, and other occurrences Within an application. There is a
need for a system enabling a log event to be disseminated to

enabling a high degree of control over logging.

multiple destinations and to enable segmenting the log event
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

such that part of the information may be sent to one destina
tion and another part to a second destination. There is a need

During the execution or running of an application, a mul

to enable a user to control logging con?gurations, log ?lter

titude of events may take place. For example, the application
may execute multiple steps multiple times. The application

ing, scope of logging, destination designations, and log for
mats.

may run loops in multiple iterations. It may make and close
numerous connections. Threads may be initiated and com

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

pleted. An event may trigger other events, Which may trigger
still other events. Prior to execution of such events, an execu

tion plan may be developed shoWing hoW the execution of the
events Will be completed.

The invention includes a log management system and

method providing the capability of selectively logging events
20

An application or an event in an application may generate
log events or a historical record of events occurring during the

running of an application. After the execution plan is devel
oped but before it is executed, it also may be logged. For
troubleshooting purposes, a user may bene?t from revieWing
the application’s logged events. A user may further bene?t
from vieWing information about any of the events that
occurred during the execution of an application. Such infor

mation may aid in diagnosing problems or ansWering ques
tions related to results of the execution of the application.

25

part of the log entry may be delivered to one user and another
part delivered to a second user. The system may provide for

30

When an event is to be executed, a decision may be made to
create a log or not to create a log. That is, a choice may be
provided to either log or to not log an event. If the event is to

or more formats.

The method may include receiving potential log entries
related to an event execution or occurrence. The log manage
35

logging on or off, little ?exibility may be included in the

40

logged Without any segmenting of the information to retain,
for example, desired information and delete undesired infor
mation. Instead, all of the event information may be logged. A
user then may ?lter all of the logged events for vieWing. That
is, the user may vieW the information in Which the user is

45

ated With the added event.
Other features of the invention are described beloW.
50

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing summary, as Well as the folloWing detailed
55

purposes, the log may provide information regarding only

of event. Additionally, a user may not be able to send part of
a log event to one destination and another part of the event to
a second destination, even though certain events may be of
interest to speci?c users but not to other users. The typical

logging options may not enable a logging event to be selec

description of illustrative embodiments, is better understood
When read in conjunction With the appended draWings. For
the purpose of illustrating the invention, there is shoWn in the

draWings example constructions of the invention; hoWever,

critical or essential events. System constraints or memory

limitations may limit the logging of both critical and less
critical events. For example, logging may not record data
relating to an execution plan. A choice of only to log or not to
log may not enable a user to selectively log a particular kind

may be generated upon or after event execution. The entry
may be segmented so that some of the information contained
in the log entry may be sent to one destination and some other
information may be sent to three destinations. The system and
method may also alloW for adding an event to an application

and providing for selection of log event information associ

include the ability to send a piece of information related to a
log event to one destination, and another piece to another
destination.

As noted, typically, the event log or logs later may be
searched depending on information desired. HoWever,
because information is logged and then ?ltered for vieWing

agement system determines, according to a logging con?gu
ration, that there is interest in a log entry, then the log entry

interested but may not be able to select the event information

to be logged. Additionally, some logging may include a ?l
tering of the information before delivery to a single destina
tion. Other logging may include logging to multiple destina
tions but may not include ?ltering. Logging options may not

ment system may determine Whether there is an interest

Within or outside of an application that justi?es generating
one or more of the kinds of log entries. If the log management
system determines that there is no interest, then the event may
be executed Without generating a log entry. If the log man

logging technique.
Typically, a logging event may be ?at in the sense that all of
the log event information may be sent to a single destination.
Upon execution of an event, the event information may be

segmenting a logging con?guration according to the various
scopes (i.e. parts, or sections) of the environment in Which
logging takes place. The system may also provide for the
delivering of the log entries to one or more destinations in one

be logged, then information regarding the execution of the
event may be sent to a log. Aside from being able to turn

and for multiplexing information contained in log entries to
multiple destinations. The system may enable selectively pro
ducing, maintaining, and delivering information contained in
a log entry. The system may provide for ?ltering of events to
determine Which potential log entries should be generated.
The system may provide for segmenting the log entry so that

the invention is not limited to the speci?c methods and instru
60

mentalities disclosed. In the draWings:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing an example computing
environment in Which aspects of the invention may be imple

mented;
65

FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing an example embodiment
of a log management system;
FIGS. 3A-3B are How diagrams of an example method for

log management; and

US 7,707,189 B2
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FIG. 4 is a How diagram of an example method for adding
an event and associated potential log entries to a log manage
ment system.

couples various system components including the system
memory to the processing unit 120. The system bus 121 may
be any of several types of bus structures including a memory
bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus

using any of a variety of bus architectures. By Way of
example, and not limitation, such architectures include Indus
try Standard Architecture (ISA) bus, Micro Channel Archi

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE
EMBODIMENTS

tecture (MCA) bus, Enhanced ISA (EISA) bus, Video Elec
tronics Standards Association (VESA) local bus, and
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus (also knoWn as

Example Computing Environment
FIG. 1 and the folloWing discussion are intended to provide
a brief general description of a suitable computing environ
ment in Which an example embodiment of the invention may

MeZZanine bus).
Computer 110 typically includes a variety of computer

be implemented. It should be understood, hoWever, that hand
held, portable, and other computing devices of all kinds are
contemplated for use in connection With the present inven
tion. While a general purpose computer is described beloW,
this is but one example. The present invention also may be
operable on a thin client having netWork server interoperabil
ity and interaction. Thus, an example embodiment of the
invention may be implemented in an environment of net
Worked hosted services in Which very little or minimal client

readable media. Computer readable media can be any avail

able media that canbe accessed by computer 110 and includes
both volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable

20

of information such as computer readable instructions, data
structures, program modules or other data. Computer storage
media includes, but is not limited to, random access memory

resources are implicated, e.g., a netWorked environment in
Which the client device serves merely as a broWser or inter

face to the World Wide Web.

Although not required, the invention can be implemented
via an application programming interface (API), for use by a
developer or tester, and/or included Within the netWork
broWsing softWare Which Will be described in the general
context of computer-executable instructions, such as program
modules, being executed by one or more computers (e.g.,
client Workstations, servers, or other devices). Generally, pro

25

only memory (CDROM), digital versatile disks (DVD) or
other optical disk storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape,
magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or
30

Communication media typically embodies computer read
able instructions, data structures, program modules or other
data in a modulated data signal such as a carrier Wave or other
35

has one or more of its characteristics set or changed in such a

manner as to encode information in the signal. By Way of

example, and not limitation, communication media includes
40 Wired media such as a Wired netWork or direct-Wired connec

tion, and Wireless media such as acoustic, radio frequency
(RF), infrared, and other Wireless media. Combinations of

automated teller machines, server computers, hand-held or

laptop devices, multi-processor systems, microprocessor

any of the above should also be included Within the scope of

based systems, programmable consumer electronics, net
45

like. An embodiment of the invention may also be practiced in
distributed computing environments Where tasks are per
formed by remote processing devices that are linked through

in the form of volatile and/or nonvolatile memory such as

(BIOS), containing the basic routines that help to transfer
information betWeen elements Within computer 110, such as
50

immediately accessible to and/or presently being operated on
by processing unit 120. By Way of example, and not limita
tion, FIG. 1 illustrates operating system 134, application pro

FIG. 1 thus illustrates an example of a suitable computing
system environment 100 in Which the invention may be
55

system environment 100 is only one example of a suitable
computing environment and is not intended to suggest any
limitation as to the scope of use or functionality of the inven

tion. Neither should the computing environment 100 be inter
preted as having any dependency or requirement relating to

grams 135, other program modules 136, and program data
137. RAM 132 may contain other data and/or program mod
ules.
The computer 110 may also include other removable/non

removable, volatile/nonvolatile computer storage media. By
60

any one or combination of components illustrated in the

exemplary operating environment 100.
With reference to FIG. 1, an example system for imple
menting the invention includes a general purpose computing
device in the form of a computer 110. Components of com
puter 110 may include, but are not limited to, a processing
unit 120, a system memory 130, and a system bus 121 that

during start-up, is typically stored in ROM 131. RAM 132
typically contains data and/or program modules that are

storage media including memory storage devices.

implemented, although as made clear above, the computing

computer readable media.
The system memory 130 includes computer storage media
ROM 131 and RAM 132. A basic input/output system 133

a communications netWork or other data transmission

medium. In a distributed computing environment, program
modules may be located in both local and remote computer

transport mechanism and includes any information delivery
media. The term “modulated data signal” means a signal that

include, but are not limited to, personal computers (PCs),

Work PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers, and the

any other medium Which can be used to store the desired

information and Which can be accessed by computer 110.

be practiced With other computer system con?gurations.
Other Well knoWn computing systems, environments, and/or
con?gurations that may be suitable for use With the invention

(RAM), read-only memory (ROM), Electrically-Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM), ?ash
memory or other memory technology, compact disc read

gram modules include routines, programs, objects, compo
nents, data structures and the like that perform particular tasks
or implement particular abstract data types. Typically, the
functionality of the program modules may be combined or
distributed as desired in various embodiments. Moreover,
those skilled in the art Will appreciate that the invention may

media. By Way of example, and not limitation, computer
readable media may comprise computer storage media and
communication media. Computer storage media includes
both volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable
media implemented in any method or technology for storage

65

Way of example only, FIG. 1 illustrates a hard disk drive 141
that reads from or Writes to non-removable, nonvolatile mag
netic media, a magnetic disk drive 151 that reads from or
Writes to a removable, nonvolatile magnetic disk 152, and an
optical disk drive 155 that reads from or Writes to a remov
able, nonvolatile optical disk 156, such as a CD ROM or other

optical media. Other removable/non-removable, volatile/
nonvolatile computer storage media that can be used in the

US 7,707,189 B2
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example operating environment include, but are not limited
to, magnetic tape cassettes, ?ash memory cards, digital ver
satile disks, digital video tape, solid state RAM, solid state
ROM, and the like. The hard disk drive 141 is typically
connected to the system bus 121 through a non-removable
memory interface such as interface 140, and magnetic disk
drive 151 and optical disk drive 155 are typically connected to
the system bus 121 by a removable memory interface, such as

One of ordinary skill in the art can appreciate that a com
puter 110 or other client devices can be deployed as part of a

computer netWork. In this regard, the present invention per
tains to any computer system having any number of memory
or storage units, and any number of applications and pro
cesses occurring across any number of storage units or vol

umes. An embodiment of the present invention may apply to
an environment With server computers and client computers
deployed in a netWork environment, having remote or local
storage. The present invention may also apply to a standalone

interface 150.

The drives and their associated computer storage media
discussed above and illustrated in FIG. 1 provide storage of
computer readable instructions, data structures, program
modules and other data for the computer 110. In FIG. 1, for
example, hard disk drive 141 is illustrated as storing operating

computing device, having programming language function
ality, interpretation and execution capabilities.

Log Management System
FIG. 2 depicts a block diagram of an example system 200
for a log management system. The system 200 includes an
application 210, an event 220, a log provider Wrapper 230, a

system 144, application programs 145, other program mod
ules 146, and program data 147. Note that these components
can either be the same as or different from operating system

logging con?guration 240, log providers 254, 256, a ?le 272,

134, application programs 135, other program modules 136,
and program data 137. Operating system 144, application
programs 145, other program modules 146, and program data

and a database such as, for example, a structured query lan
20

147 are given different numbers here to illustrate that, at a
minimum, they are different copies. A user may enter com

mands and information into the computer 110 through input
devices such as a keyboard 162 and pointing device 161,
commonly referred to as a mouse, trackball or touch pad.

25

event 220. The application 210 may contain numerous events,
and the event 220 is shoWn as representative of such numer
ous events. The event 220 may be any type of action occurring

Other input devices (not shoWn) may include a microphone,
joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These
and other input devices are often connected to the processing
unit 120a-fthrough a user input interface 160 that is coupled
to the system bus 121, but may be connected by other inter

Within an application. The event 220 may be the performance
30

events such as event 220.

universal serial bus (USB).
A monitor 191 or other type of display device is also
connected to the system bus 121 via an interface, such as a
35

The computer 110 may operate in a netWorked environ
40

puters, such as a remote computer 180. The remote computer
180 may be a personal computer, a server, a router, a netWork
PC, a peer device or other common netWork node, and typi

contact the log provider Wrapper and indicate that the log
45

device 181 has been illustrated in FIG. 1. The logical connec
tions depicted in FIG. 1 include a local area netWork (LAN)
171 and a Wide area netWork (WAN) 173, but may also
include other netWorks. Such netWorking environments are

any number of log provider Wrappers. (By Way of example
50

intranets and the Internet.
When used in a LAN netWorking environment, the com
puter 110 is connected to the LAN 171 through a netWork
interface or adapter 170. When used in a WAN netWorking
environment, the computer 110 typically includes a modem

55

172 or other means for establishing communications over the

and not limitation, a single log provider Wrapper 230 is shoWn
in FIG. 2).
The log provider Wrapper 230 may be in communication
With the logging con?guration 240. If the application 210 is
built on an object model, then the logging con?guration 240
may be an object. Alternatively, the logging con?guration 240
may be logic or code Within the application 210. The log
provider Wrapper 230 may consult the logging con?guration
240 associated With the application 210 to determine if there

60

depicted relative to the computer 110, or portions thereof,
may be stored in the remote memory storage device. By Way
of example, and not limitation, FIG. 1 illustrates remote
application programs 185 as residing on memory device 181.
It Will be appreciated that the netWork connections shoWn are
exemplary and other means of establishing a communications
link betWeen the computers may be used.

entry 222 may be available upon or after execution of the
event 220. The event 220 may then query the log provider

Wrapper 230 to determine if the log provider Wrapper 230 is
interested in the log entry 222. The application 210 may have

commonplace in of?ces, enterprise-Wide computer netWorks,

WAN 173, such as the Internet. The modem 172, Which may
be internal or external, may be connected to the system bus
121 via the user input interface 160, or other appropriate
mechanism. In a netWorked environment, program modules

execution of the event 220. The log entry may indicate When
the event 220 triggered the execution of another event. Of
course, the event 220 and the application 210 may generate
numerous log entries.
The event 220 communicates With the log provider Wrap
per 230. Upon a start or execution event, the event 220 may

cally includes many or all of the elements described above

relative to the computer 110, although only a memory storage

The log entry 222 may be any type of log entry related to
the running of the event 220 or the application 210. The log
entry 222, for example, may be related to an execution plan
for the event 220 or for the application 210. Also for example,
the log entry may be a start time or an end time for an

speakers 197 and printer 196, Which may be connected
through an output peripheral interface 195.
ment using logical connections to one or more remote com

of a function or task, or any other event Which may generate

a log entry 222. The application 210 may have numerous

face and bus structures, such as a parallel port, game port or a

video interface 190. In addition to monitor 191, computers
may also include other peripheral output devices such as

guage (SQL) database 274.
The application 210 may be any type of softWare applica
tion Written in any format. For example, the application 210
may be Written in a programming language such as C, Pascal,
etc. Also for example, the application 210 may be Written in
an obj ect-oriented language. The application 21 0 contains the

is interest in the potential log entry 222.
The logging con?guration 240 may contain evaluation fac
tors for determining Whether a log entry 222 should be pro
duced by the event 220 upon or after its execution. Such
factors may include destinations 244 indicating Which log

65

providers 254, 256 may be interested in the log entry 222.
Additionally the logging con?guration 240 may consider any
?ltering rules 242 for each interested log provider 254, 256.
The ?ltering rules 242 indicate Which information contained

US 7,707,189 B2
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in the log entry 222 can be delivered to Which log providers
254, 256. In other Words, the entire log entry 222 may be
delivered to each selected destination or just a part of the log
entry 222 may be delivered.

log provider, and the log entry from the log provider 254 is
delivered to a ?le 272. Another log provider 256 may be a

SQL database log provider, and therefore log entries from the
log provider 256 are delivered to the SQL database. Formats
for the delivery of the log entry 222 may be de?ned as the

Finally, the logging con?guration 240 may also provide

implicit implementation of the log provider 254, 256. Of

parameters for a format 246 of the log entry 222 to be deliv
ered to the log providers 254, 256. In an alternative embodi
ment, the destination 244 of the log entry 222 may dictate the
format for the log entry Without the necessity of a separate

course, those skilled in the art Will recogniZe that there may be
other destinations 270 in addition to the ?le 272 and the SQL

database 274. Therefore, there may be other log providers
254, 256.
As noted above, the application 210 may be Written in any

determination by the logging con?guration 240. That is, if the
destination is the SQL database 274, then the log entry 222
may be formatted accordingly.
The log provider Wrapper 230 may consult With the logging
con?guration 240 to identify the ?ltering rules 242, the poten
tial destinations 244, and the format 246 for the log entry 222.
From this, the log provider Wrapper 230 may determine if
there is interest Within the application 210 to have the log

entry 222 produced by the event 220. The logging con?gura
tion 240 may indicate, for example, that the log entry 222
should be sent to three different destinations in tWo different

20

formats. In this case, the log provider Wrapper 230 may
inform the event 220 to generate the log entry 222 during or
after execution. If the log provider Wrapper 230 determines,

in consultation With the logging con?guration 240, that the
application 210 is not interested in the log entry 222, then the

for loWer level functions that do not contain a logging con
25

log provider Wrapper indicates to the event 220 to not gener

ate the log entry 222.
In an alternative embodiment, the logging con?guration
240 may not inherently contain the information that de?nes
the ?ltering rules 242, the destinations 244, and the format
246. Instead the logging con?guration 240 may determine

log management system 200.
After the event 220 is executed and the log entry 222 is
30

That is the log provider Wrapper 230 delivers the log entry 222
35

or parts of the log entry 222 to numerous log providers 254,
256. The log provider Wrapper 230 enables a single log entry
222 to be delivered to many places Without requiring that tWo
different log events be speci?ed Within the event 220. For
example, instead of producing a SQL log to log an event to a

40

?le, one example embodiment of the invention may alloW
creation of one log entry 222 to be sent to both the SQL server
274 and the ?le 272.

SQL database and a ?at ?le log to log the same event to a ?at

per 230 then communicates accordingly With the event 220.

provider Wrapper 23 0 based on the logging con?guration 240.

Additionally, the log management system 210, through the

The log providers 254, 256 may be responsible for Writing the
log entry 222 in an applicable format and sending the log
entry 222 to a particular destination. In an obj ect-model appli

cation, the log providers 254, 256 may be objects. In a pro

delivered to the log provider Wrapper 230, the log provider
Wrapper 230 may enable multiplexing of the log entry 222.

the log provider Wrapper 230. The logging con?guration 240
may relay information directly from the log providers 254,
256 to the log provider Wrapper 230. The log provider Wrap
The log providers 254, 256 may be created by the log

?guration 240. Therefore, in one embodiment, there is a
default mechanism, Which may reduce the amount of repeti

tive logging con?gurations 240 that are required Within the

this information from the log providers 254, 256 contained in
the application 210. That is, each log provider 254, 256 pro
vides the logging con?guration 240 With the information
necessary for the logging con?guration 240 to consult With

programming language. If the application is based on an
object model, then a default position may be that, if a logging
con?guration 240 is not provided in an object, then a default
mode requires the event 220 or the log provider Wrapper 230
to look to a parent object to determine ?ltering rules, desti
nation, format, etc. If a parent object does not contain a
logging con?guration 240, then the default may be to go to the
parent of the parent. This process continues until a parent With
a logging con?guration 240 is located. Similarly, in an appli
cation 210 Written in a programming language that lacks the
object structure referred to above, higher level functions con
taining logic for a logging con?guration 240 may be a default

45

log provider Wrapper 230 may segment log entry 222 data so
that it can be logged in different Ways. For example, the log
management system 200 enables error and Warning informa

gramming language application, the log providers 254, 256

tion to be sent to one destination 270 to be vieWed by system

may be logic or code in the form of a function or other form.

operators. Data processing sampling logging information is

The log provider Wrappers 254, 256 each may perform a

?ltering function separate from, and in addition to, ?ltering
completed by the logging con?guration 240. Each log pro

sent to another destination 270 for users focused on complet

ing data quality analysis. Package execution information,
50

time started, time completed, etc, information is sent to a third

vider 254, 256 may be con?gured to accept a log event and

destination for vieWing by users interested in high level

?lter the log event, retaining only certain information related

reporting.
All of this multiplexed logging may be completed Without

to the event. Therefore, in one embodiment of the invention,
tWo ?ltering processes are used: one type for deciding if the

log entry 222 is of interest to any log provider 254, 256, and

55

the source level being involved in the logging event delivery.
The con?guration of logging events may be completed at a

anothericompleted by the individual log providers 254,

higher level, such as at a parent object level, or at a main

256ifor deciding Which part of the log entry may be retained
Within the log providers 254, 256. For example, a log entry

function level. This not only aids in reducing duplication of
log events 222 but also diminishes confusion regarding Where

may contain several columns of data such as a column indi

cating data time, another containing text, another containing
data code, and still others containing other information. One
log provider 254 may be interested in a log entry, and there
fore the log provider Wrapper 23 0 may deliver the log event to
the log provider 254. The log provider 254 may then ?lter the
data and only retain the column With text.
The log providers 254, 256 may be de?ned by the destina
tion of the log. For example the log provider 254 may be a ?le

60
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each log event 222 is destined.
The ability to selectively retain various parts of the infor
mation in a logging event in various places throughout an
application 210 or system 200 enables the application 210 or
the system 200 to provide a higher volume of information.
Instead of maintaining a log of only critical information or
critical errors because of system or memory limitations, the

log management system 200 may enable more selective
retention of information.
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After applying appropriate ?lters, the log provider Wrapper

Additionally, the log management system 200 and the abil
ity to multiplex information contained in a log event 222 to
numerous destinations 270 may enable selective vieWing of a

may consult With the logging con?guration as described With
regard to FIG. 2 and send the ?ltered log entries to appropriate

log event based on the security rights of a user. For example,
certain, loW security information may be sent to a destination

log providers at step 350. The individual log providers may
also apply further ?ltering to the log entry information at step

270 for viewing by users With loWer security rights, and

355 as described With regard to FIG. 2. At step 360, the log
providers may send the log entry to a respective destination
such as, for example, a ?le, a SQL database, etc.
It should be recogniZed that, in accordance With an alter

different, more sensitive logging information contained in a
logging event 222 may be sent to a destination 270 for vieW

ing by users With higher security rights.
The log management system 200 also alloWs for extensi

native method for performing a method of logging events in a
log management system, the method may commence at step

bility. When an event 220 (such as a task or function) is added

to the application 210, such event 220 may contain algorithms
in the form of coding, objects, or some other form for a log

335. That is, an event may assemble one or more log entries

and send them to the log provider Wrapper Without ?rst que
rying the log provider Wrapper to ascertain Whether to gen
erate the log entries. Additionally, it should be understood that
the individual log providers may pass the information or log

entry 222. Such an event may be a pluggable component. The
log management system 200 may alloW for a related addition

of a log provider. That is, the log provider 254, 256 may be
extensible 250. The added event 220 may advertise its log
entry 222 so that the logging con?guration 240 knoWs What
information may be logged. (Of course, the event 220 may
have multiple log entries 222.) A user may then set the con

entry provided by the log provider Wrapper to the appropriate
destination Without performing any ?ltering on the data.
20

?gurations for the potential logs from the pluggable compo
nent. A user may establish a ?lter, indicating Which log pro

tion associated With the added event. At step 405, an event
may be added to or instantiated by an application. When the
event is loaded, it receives an initialization call from the

viders 254, 256 should receive a log entry 222, specify format
(if applicable), etc. Then, When the added event 220 is
executed or otherWise occurs, and the pluggable component

25

generates a log, the log provider Wrapper 230 may consult

With the logging con?guration 240. Upon consultation, the
log provider Wrapper 230 knoWs What to do With the log
30

At step 415, a medium such as a data structure or table may

be populated With the potential log entries for vieWing in a

method may commence at step 305 With a start event such as
a call to an event for execution. At step 310, the event may

notify a log provider Wrapper and provide the Wrapper With
available log entries. The log provider Wrapper may consult
the logging con?guration at step 310 and decide Whether the

user interface. A user, at step 420, may open the medium that
contains the potential log entries to vieW the entries. The user
35

events are loaded or instantiated. Alternatively, the user may

inspect the installed log providers.

At step 315, the log provider Wrapper or the logging con?gu

At step 425, the user may inspect the potential log entries at
40

the user interface and select the desired entries. Additionally,
the user may enumerate the log providers based on the desti
nation desired for each potential log entry. Based on the user’ s

selection, at step 430, the log management system or, more
speci?cally, the log provider Wrapper and/or the logging con

Wrapper may indicate that decision to the event at step 330

and no log Will be provided. If the log provider Wrapper

may vieW the potential log entries immediately after the
vieW the entries at a later time. Also at step 420, the user may

event should provide the log entries upon or after execution.

ration may test the ?lters for each log provider Within the
application to make this decision. At step 325, the log pro
vider Wrapper may decide Whether it desires any potential log
entry that the event may provide. If the log provider Wrapper
determines that no log entry is desired, then the log provider

application at step 410. An initialiZation of the event maybe
completed at step 410. During the initialization, the event
may describe potential log entries available for production
upon event execution. This indicates to the system What types
of log entries may be available.

events.

FIGS. 3A & 3B depict ?oW diagrams for performing a
method of logging events in a log management system. The

FIG. 4 depicts an example method for adding an event to an

application and providing for selection of log event informa

45

?guration may be updated.
The various techniques described herein may be imple

concludes that the event should provide a log entry, then at

step 335, the log provider Wrapper may communicate the log

mented in connection With hardWare or softWare or, Where

entries that may be desired.
At step 335, the event may assemble information for one or
more log entries. The event then may provide the log entries

appropriate, With a combination of both. Thus, the methods
and apparatus of the present invention, or certain aspects or
50

to the log provider Wrapper at step 340. Additionally, the
event may provide speci?c information pertinent to the appli
cable log entry. For example, if the event involves implemen
tation of an execution plan or a part of an execution plan, then

assembling information may involve traversing internal

55

portions thereof, may take the form of program code (i.e.,
instructions) embodied in tangible media, such as ?oppy dis
kettes, CD-ROMs, hard drives, or any other machine-read
able storage medium, Wherein, When the program code is
loaded into and executed by a machine, such as a computer,
the machine becomes an apparatus for practicing the inven

instructions that represent Work?oW to generate a textual

tion. In the case of program code execution on programmable

representation of the execution plan. The log provider Wrap
per may, at step 345, apply appropriate ?lters to the log
entries. This ?ltering enables the log provider Wrapper to

computers, the computing device Will generally include a
processor, a storage medium readable by the processor (in
cluding volatile and non-volatile memory and/ or storage ele
ments), at least one input device, and at least one output

send, for example, start event time data to one log provider
and error information to a separate log provider. Before

assembling the information for a log entry, it is possible for
the generator of the log entry to determine Whether the log
entry Will pass the log provider Wrapper’s ?lter. If it is deter
mined that it does not, then the expense of assembling the
information comprising the log entry can be avoided and
higher runtime performance can be achieved.

60

device. One or more programs that may utiliZe the creation

and/or implementation of domain-speci?c programming
65

models aspects of the present invention, e.g., through the use
of a data processing API or the like, are preferably imple
mented in a high level procedural or object oriented program
ming language to communicate With a computer system.
HoWever, the program(s) can be implemented in assembly or
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11. A processor-implemented method for managing event

machine language, if desired. In any case, the language may
be a compiled or interpreted language, and combined With

logging in an application, comprising:
determining, via the processor, Whether log entry data

hardware implementations.
While the present invention has been described in connec

comprising information related to an event should be

generated, thereby permitting contingent generation of
log entry data;

tion With the preferred embodiments of the various ?gures, it
is to be understood that other embodiments may be used or
modi?cations and additions may be made to the described

if the log entry data should be generated, receiving the log
entry data; and

embodiments for performing the same function of the present
invention Without deviating therefrom. In no Way is the

present invention limited to the examples provided herein.

determining, via the processor, in accordance With a log
ging con?guration comprising at least one of a ?ltering

Therefore, the present invention should not be limited to any

rule, a destination for a log entry, or a format for a log

single embodiment, but rather should be construed in breadth
and scope in accordance With the appended claims.

by:

entry, What part of the log entry data should be recorded

segmenting the information contained in the log entry

What is claimed:
1. A system comprising a processor for managing event

data into a plurality of segments, Wherein each seg
ment comprises a respective portion of the informa
tion contained in the log entry data;
?ltering the information contained in the log entry data

logging, comprising:
a log provider Wrapper for determining Whether log entry
data associated With an event should be generated and, if

the log entry data should be generated, for receiving the

log entry data;
a plurality of log providers for Writing log entries to one or
more destinations, Wherein the log provider Wrapper
?lters information contained in the log entry data, seg
ments the information contained in the log entry data
such that a ?rst segment contains a ?rst part of the
information and a second segment contains a second
part of the information, selects one or more of said log

ments of the information contained in the log entry

data; and
sending a segment of the information contained in the
log entry data to a log provider interested in the seg
25

providers, Wherein the log provider Wrapper and plural

sent to a plurality of log providers based on the gen

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:
sending the segment of the information contained in the log
30

ity of log providers permit contingent generation of log
entry data; and

determining interest in the log entry data; and
40

15. The method of claim 11, further comprising:
formatting the information in the log entry data so that it is
compatible With at least one of the log provider and the
destination.

45

16. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

initialiZing the event;
50

6. The system of claim 1, Wherein the log providers format
the information contained in the log entry data for compat

displaying a potential log entry to a user; and
receiving a selection of the log entry.
17. A computer-readable storage medium having com

puter-executable instructions for performing steps, compris

ing:

ibility With a destination to Which the information Will be

determining Whether log entry data comprising informa

sent.

7. The system of claim 1, Wherein a log provider sends

communicating the interest in the log entry data to the
event.

event logging is based on an object model.
3. The system of claim 2, Wherein the event is an event

tion.

log provider.
14. The method of claim 11, further comprising:
notifying a log provider Wrapper of a potential log entry;

rule, a destination for a log entry, or a format for a log

object, and the logging con?guration is a parent object of the
event object.
4. The system of claim 1, Wherein a log provider ?lters the
information contained in the log entry data.
5. The system of claim 4, Wherein the log provider ?ltering
the information results in logging a portion of the informa

the destination, Wherein the ?ltering is completed by the

35

provider Wrapper, comprising at least one of a ?ltering

entry, Wherein the log provider Wrapper selects the log
providers based on the logging con?guration.
2. The system of claim 1, Wherein the system for managing

entry data to a destination.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:
?ltering the segment of the information contained in the log
entry data prior to sending the segmented information to

entry data and permit different log entries to be Written to
a plurality of destinations based on the generated log

a logging con?guration in communication With the log

ment, thereby permitting different log entry data to be

erated log entry data.

providers, and sends the segmented information con
tained in the log entry data to one or more selected log

by determining if one or more log providers in a
system are interested in any of the plurality of seg

20
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segmented information as a log entry to a destination.

tion related to an event should be generated, thereby

permitting contingent generation of log entry data;

8. The system of claim 1, Wherein the log provider Wrapper

if the log entry data should be generated, receiving the log

sends the ?rst segment of the information to a ?rst log pro
vider and the second segment of the information to a second

entry data determining, in accordance With a logging
con?guration comprising at least one of a ?ltering rule,

log provider.

60

a destination for a log entry, or a format for a log entry,

9. The system of claim 1, Wherein an added log provider is
added to the plurality of log providers of the system for

What part of the log entry data should be recorded by:
segmenting the information contained in the log entry

managing event logging.

data into a plurality of segments, Wherein each seg
ment comprises a respective portion of the informa
tion contained in the log entry data;
?ltering the information contained in the log entry data

10. The system of claim 9, Wherein the log provider Wrap
per ?lters the information contained in the log entry data,
selects the added log provider, and sends the information
contained in the log entry data to the added log provider.

65

by determining if one or more log providers in a
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if there is interest in the potential log entry, receiving the
potential log entry comprising information related to an

system are interested in any of the plurality of seg
ments of the information contained in the log entry

data; and

event, comprising at least one of a ?ltering rule, a des
tination for a log entry, or a format for a log entry,

sending a segment of the information contained in the
log entry data to a log provider interested in the seg

thereby permitting contingent receipt of potential log
entry information;

ment, thereby permitting different log entry data to be

segmenting the information contained in the potential log

sent to a plurality of log providers based on the same

entry into a plurality of segments, the plurality of seg

log entry data.

ments including a ?rst segment and a second segment,
Wherein the ?rst segment includes a ?rst portion of the
information and the second segment includes a second

18. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 17,

having further computer-executable instructions forperform
ing the steps of:
notifying a log provider Wrapper of a potential log entry;
determining interest in the log entry data; and
communicating the interest in the log entry data to the

portion of the information;
?ltering the information contained in the potential log
entry by determining if one or more of a plurality of log
providers in a system are interested in any of the plural

event.

ity of segments of the information contained in the log

19. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 17,

entry;

having further computer-executable instructions forperform
ing the steps of:
displaying a potential log entry to a user;
receiving a selection of the log entry; and
adding a log provider based on the selection.
20. A processor-implemented method for managing event

logging in an application, comprising:
notifying a log provider Wrapper of a potential log entry;
determining, via the processor, interest in the potential log
entry;

20
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formatting the potential log entry information so that it is
compatible With at least one of the log provider and the
destination; and
sending the ?rst segment to a log provider interested in the
?rst segment and the second segment to a log provider
interested in the second segment, thereby permitting
different potential log entry information to be sent to the
plurality of log providers based on the information
related to the event.
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